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Sidereal Astrology

The Tropical and Sidereal Zodiaks & The Cycle of Earth's Precessional Cross by Nick Anthony Fiorenza Copyright © 2001-2012 Nick Anthony Fiorenza, All Rights Reserved

Introduction

This article explores Earth's ~25,000-year precessional cycle; the ever changing relationship between the tropical and sidereal zodiacs; the astrological ages, the intercession of the Earth's Precessional Holy Cross; measurement of the precessional rate, and the Galactic Ayanamsa--reckoning of the sidereal zodiak based on the spherical geometry of Earth's precessional Cross. The Holy Cross Movies Earth's Precessional Cycle and the Creation of Earth's Precessional Cross



Earth's Precession

Earth's polar axis precesses very slowly over a period of about 23,000 to 26,000 years. The term precession simply refers to a change in the direction of the axis of a rotating object. As this occurs, the pole of the Earth inscribes an arc in the heavens called the precessional arc. Earth's pole aligns with different pole stars throughout its precessional period. Polaris is Earth's current north-pole star. Earth's ~25,000-year precessional cycle is also referred to as "Earth's Great Year."



Precession of the Equinoxes

Because Earth's axis is tilted 23° 27' with respect the plane created by Earth's orbit around the Sun (the ecliptic plane), Earth's equatorial plane (green) is also tilted at this same angle with respect to the ecliptic plane (blue). These two intersecting planes (Earth's equatorial plane and the ecliptic plane) create an intersecting line in the ecliptic called the vernal axis. Looking from Earth, we see one point along this axis lying in one direction in the ecliptic, and the other lying in the opposite direction. One point is the location in the ecliptic where we see the sun on the March equinox. This location is the vernal point (VP). The other point is the location where the sun resides on the September equinox. This is the anti-vernal point.



As Earth's pole precesses, so to does Earth's equatorial plane and subsequently the vernal axis (moving in a counter-clockwise motion). Thus, the vernal axis (the vernal equinox points) move around the ecliptic at a rate of precession, which is currently measured to be about 1° in 72 years, making one complete cycle in about 23,000-26,000 years. The precessional movement of the vernal points is called the "Precession of the Equinoxes."



The Cause of Precession

Although this article is not about the "cause" of Earth's precession, it is appropriate to mention that Earth's precession is not fully understood and there is more than one hypothesis as to its cause. The simplest reason for Earth's precession, although an assumption, is the reason that is most commonly known. This model explains that the Earth's pole wobbles over a very long period of time, much like a rapidly spinning top's axis wobbles at a much slow rate than its spin. Another model is the "Binary Star Model" hypothesized by astrophysics researcher Walter Cruttenden; et. al. Although the reason for our Sun to move in a curved path may not be fully understood, and there may be unknown causes for it, he and his team hypothesize that the solar path's curvature is caused by a binary star model, where our sun and another sun orbit each other. Astronomer Glen W. Deen proposes a Ternary Star System (our sun with two other suns). Independent of the cause, the precession of Earth's pole and that of the vernal axis with respect to the stars still occurs. Reference: Walter Cruttenden's binary star hypothesis: binaryresearchinstitute.org



Glen W. Deen's ternary star system hypothesis: "The Time of Perihelion Passage and the Longitude of the Perihelion of Nemesis" Full article PDF This article is not intended to favor or debate the cause of Earth's precession; it is about the precessional cycle itself; the relationship between the tropical and sidereal zodiaks; and the role of Earth's precession cycle in the evolution of human consciousness.



Precession of the Tropical Zodiak & the Astrological Ages

The vernal point is also the fiducial (reference point) for the tropical zodiak, defining 0° tropical Aries. Because the vernal point moves in the ecliptic, the entire set of signs comprising the tropical zodiak also moves with respect to the stars (and the sidereal zodiak), which remain fixed in their location in the heavens.



The location of the vernal point in the sidereal zodiak defines the current zodiakal age. The sidereal zodiak is a set of signs, much like the tropical signs, except they do not move in the ecliptic. The sidereal signs are aligned with their corresponding constellations. The tropical zodiak aligned with the fixed sidereal zodiak around 200 A.D. but has since drifted 25°; i.e. this was when zero degrees tropical Aries aligned with 0° sidereal Aries. The vernal point currently resides at about 5° sidereal Pisces as it slowly moves toward the sidereal sign of Aquarius--thus we are completing the age of Pisces. We will formally enter the age of Aquarius when the vernal point precesses to 0° Aquarius--in about 360 years (5° x 72 yrs) from now. The vernal point is also called the Birthplace, or the Office of the Christos (point of the sun/son/soul)--governing the timing of the re-birth of soul consciousness into the world. The vernal point's arrival to 5° sidereal Pisces at this time in Earth's precessional cycle (circa 2000 A.D.) creates a primary event that supersedes the importance of changing zodiakal ages: this event is the formation of a perfect cross in the cycle of Earth's Precession of the equinoxes. The formation of this precessional cross is explained below.



The center (blue) ring in the above illustration is the sidereal zodiak. The signs of the sidereal zodiak align with their corresponding constellations and their stars. The sidereal zodiak does not move. It is referenced to the fixed stars in the heavens, or to the fixed and primary galactic equatorial axis in the ecliptic (the horizontal line). This axis is created by the intersection of the ecliptic plane and the galactic plane, which are tilted with respect to each other by 60°. The two nodes of this axis in the ecliptic are the “Galactic Equatorial Node” (GEN) at 5° sidereal Sagittarius, and the anti-GEN at 5° sidereal Gemini. They are also called the “Gate of God” and the “Gate of Man.”



The outer (violet) ring reveals the thirteen ecliptical constellations (not signs). This ring shows where the boundaries of the actual constellations cross the ecliptic. The constellation Virgo encompasses the largest length of the ecliptic (about 44°). The constellation Scorpio dips south of the ecliptic plane with only the Scorpion’s head lying upon the ecliptic–encompassing only about 6° of the ecliptic. Ophiuchus, the serpent holder, stands upon the Scorpion and crosses the ecliptic–thus creating the thirteenth ecliptical constellation (not sign). The inner (green ring) is the tropical zodiak (at 2000 A.D.) The tropical zodiak moves around the ecliptic with respect to the fixed stars--with respect to the sidereal zodiak and to the constellations. It moves because 0° tropical Aries is referenced to the moving Vernal Point. The Vernal Point moves around the ecliptic at a rate of about 1° every 72 years (once around the ecliptic in Earth's ~25,000-year precessional cycle) due to Earth's precession. The tropical zodiak and its signs are not reference to the stars or actual constellations, the tropical signs are referenced to Earth's seasons (the Vernal Point is where the Sun resides in the ecliptic on the spring equinox, as experienced in the northern hemisphere). The signs of the tropical zodiak are currently miss-aligned with the true sidereal signs (and the energies of the actual stars and constellations) by ~25°, and they are drifting further and further apart due to Earth's precession. Aldebaran, Eye of the Bull, and Antares, Heart of the Scorpion, mark the center of their respective sidereal signs: 15° sidereal Taurus and 15° sidereal Scorpio. The Babylonians referenced the sidereal zodiak by these stars. Aldebaran, Antares, Regulus (Heart of the Lion), and Fomalhaut are called the Four Royal Architects, giving structure and order to the Heavens. Regulus is Chief or King of the Four Royals. It is the only one of the four lying exactly on the ecliptic plane. Residing at 5° sidereal Leo, Regulus is also the only one aspecting the Galactic Equatorial axis. Regulus, or “the Rex” means the Law Giver–a clue to its astrological influence as the Heart of the Lion.



The Galactic Axis of Earth's Precessional Cross

Just as Earth is tilted with repspect to its orbit around the sun, so too is our solar system tilled with repspect to the the plane of our galaxy. The ecliptic plane is tilted about 60° to our galaxy's equatorial plane. This creates another intersecting line, one which remains stationary (relative to Earth's precessional period). This axis is called the galactic equatorial axis and it is the fixed axis of Earth's Precessional Cross. The primary reference point of this axis is the galactic equatorial node (GEN), which resides at 5° sidereal Sagittarius. This node is called the "Gate of God." Its opposite point, the antiGEN, resides at 5° sidereal Gemini and it is called the "Gate of Man."



Earth's Precessional Cross

The changing relationship between these two axes ( the moving vernal axis and the fixed galactic axis) creates the "Cycle of Earth's Precessional Cross." As the vernal point (VP) moves around the ecliptic, it changes its geometric relationship to the fixed galactic equatorial node (GEN). The vernal point currently resides at the 3/4 point (270°) in its cycle, making the vernal axis exactly perpendicular to the galactic axis, thus creating a perfect cross in the ecliptic--the Erect Holy Cross. This exact precessional cross occurred in July of 1998. I generally round this date to 2000 A.D. to simplify discussion.



Intercession of Earth's Precessional Cross

I suggest the Cycle of Earth's Precessional Cross is the timepiece that drives the "Evolutionary Cycle of the Soul" collective on Earth-- revealing the unfoldment of human consciousness. We are just emerging from the last 12,000 years of temporal darkness, which began at the last (90°) erect cross (about 10,000 to 12,000 years ago), the time of separation from unified awareness--the time of the "Biblical Flood." The erect precessional cross occurring now (~2,000 A.D.) marks the time in our Great World Cycle where a re-unification in consciousness begins. The erect cross occurring now creates a primary transition in the Cycle of Earth's Precessional Cross, in the "Evolutionary Cycle of the Soul." This event is far more significant than the changing of an astrological age; i.e., the four primary divisions of a circle referenced to the galactic equatorial axis supercede the 12-fold division of tropical zodiak reference to the 12-fold divisions of the sidereal zodiak. See the "Earth's Precessional Holy Cross" section of this web site to learn more about this cycle and its ramifications for human consciousness.



The Sidereal and Tropical Relationship

Just as the tropical signs are referenced to the moving axis of Earth's Precessional Cross, the fixed sidereal signs are referenced to the fixed, galactic axis of Earth's Precessional Cross. Because of the precession of the equinoxes, the tropical signs continue to drift from the sidereal signs and further from the true star positions that characterize the signs to start with. Although the twelve divisions of both zodiakal systems are created by natural harmonics occurring in the ecliptic, they are harmonics referenced to different realms of consciousness. The RELATIONSHIP of the moving tropical zodiak with respect to the fixed sidereal zodiak reveals the nature of the relationship of incarnate personality consciousness with respect to the true soul level awareness--that is, where we are in the evolutionary unfoldment of human consciousness, in the Evolutionary Cycle of the Soul.



Why Two Zodiaks



First, we must realize that the wisdom of the true astrology of the ancients, as with other esoteric (Gnostic) wisdom, was transferred (taken) from Babylon, Caldia, and Egypt, and then it was eventually bastardized into a confused menagerie. This seems to have started with the dominating influence of Alexander the Great, king of Macedonia (336 to 323 B.C.), who catalyzed an amalgamation of Egyptian, Babylonian, and Greco-Roman thought into a new cultural expression in the 4th century B.C.; and later by Ptolemy. Subduing Egypt during his conquerings and explorations, Alexander proclaimed himself Pharaoh in 332 B.C. while placating native priests at Memphis. He founded Alexandria, which was to become a primary intellectual center, and which was primarily Greek and Jewish. Here, miss-understood Egyptian mysteries and Greek philosophies merged into the "Mysteries of Serapis." This was the cultural emergence of esoteric teachings prominent throughout Alexandria's golden age. (Mysteries simply means esoteric teachings about life, not unfathomable or secret.) Also a center for Jewish learning, the Great Temple of Serapis is believed to be where the Old Testament was translated from Hebrew into Greek. Alexander's dominating influence in coastal Egypt and his further conquest of Baylon along with much of Asia Minor laid the foundations for the various religious factions of the Greco-Roman world. (Alexander attempted to create a master race through a genetic fusion of Macedonian men with Persian women--just one example of this megalomaniac's brutal conquests.) Beginning with the death of Alexander in 323 B.C. and continuing through around 31 B.C., the Hellenistic Period gave birth to a diversity of esoteric philosophies and occult practices, all derived from the Egyptian and Babylonian mysteries. The cultural peak of this period, from 280 B.C. to 160 B.C., produced Euclid, Hipparchus, Eratosthenes, Dionysius and many other creative thinkers, who all expounded upon the cultural influence of Ancient Egypt. However, although this period carried forth some of the ancient esoteric teachings in a new intellectual language, it also produced a highly intellectualized amalgamate of confused ideas. The Hellenists bastardized Egypt's already cryptic and esoteric language into near total confusion because the majority of the Hellenistic culture did not have the perceptual awareness to comprehend matters of the soul, nor had they the capacity to intellectually comprehend Egypt's mythical picture language. Instead of grasping the language (astronomical mythical images as well as Egyptian hieroglyphics) from a soul perspective and realizing the transcendent wisdom of the evolutionary journey of the soul, the Greco-Romans attempted to translate this picture language from the perspective of the limited personality. This reduced Ancient Egypt's esoteric wisdom into a non-sensible confusion of men worshipping a pantheon of gods and stars. The dispersion of this confusion from Alexandria into Eastern Europe through the centuries ahead led to confused occult practices and perverted systems of belief that ran rampant throughout Eastern Europe at the time. The Roman Empire, Christianity and Byzantium, and their various sects--all derivations of the esoteric wisdom of Ancient Egypt--were the eventual result of this confused cultural fusion that originated in and migrated from Alexandria. Prior to the early few centuries of the first millennia, planetary measurement was always referenced to the fixed stars (sidereal) as was the astrology of the ancients (Babylonia,



etc). Astronomy and astrology were always one and the same until the Greco-Roman church-state astronomers began to record planetary ephemerides referenced to the moving vernal point rather than to the fixed stars, but ignoring that the vernal point moved with precessional, and while maintaining that all other heavenly bodies rotated around the Earth--a statement certainly affirming true egoic consciousness. (This was due in particular to Claudius Ptolemaeus (c. 90 - c. 168 AD) who was employed by the Greco-Roman controlling faction. Ptolemaeus was a mathematician, not a true astronomer. Some assert he never even looked into the heavens as an astronomer would look (Allen).) To say anything other than Earth was the center was heresy, so only those willing to sell out to the manipulative ploys of the church-state, and perpetuate the asserted geocentric dogma of western Christendom, stayed on the pay-role and kept their heads (actually, heretics were burned at the stake!). Here was planted the bastardization of true soul level astronomical astrology, and here began the Hellenistic, Ptolemaic, tropical astrology during an age of suppression, and which is still in vogue today. This manipulation and bastardization of the true astrological artscience into tropical astrology also affirmed that people had a finite life at the end of which they would either be saved or punished depending if they followed the dictums of the controlling politicalreligious faction, thus squelching any desire for individuals to spiritually aspire and awaken to the greater truth that they were durative, continually evolving souls; parts of, not separate from a greater unified intelligence. The true and greater art-sciences including astronomical astrology, Pythagorean sacred geometry, harmonic math, and other such art-sciences, were forced underground until the later time of Nicolaus Copernicus in the 1500’s who finally triumphed in eradicating the perpetuated dogma that Earth was the center around which all other heavenly bodies rotated--the egoic headtrip of the Greco-Roman church-state. From here, others would follow: Tycho Brahe (1546-1601), Johann Bayer, and later yet, Johann Kepler (December 27, 1571 November 15, 1630), who, in the early 1600’s, brought forth the truth of the occulted astronomical and mathematical wisdom based in harmonic resonance that had been long lost. Kepler's most famous book is "Harmonia Mundi" (Harmony of the Worlds). Kepler was a mathematician, astronomer AND astrologer (responsible for revealing the affect of many astrological aspects / harmonics). Kepler is sometimes referred to as "the first theoretical astrophysicist." It is interesting to note that many of the religions of the world, as well as the perpetuation of "tropical astrology" are based on the confused mentalities common to the early first millennia. It is also interesting to consider that the perpetual use of tropical astrology today is an energetic that perpetuates a chasm in time that continues to widen at the rate of Earth's precession, one keeping the masses drifting in time-confusion rather than living in the present and truth that the true sidereal zodiak reveals.



Houses of the Sun - The Tropical Zodiak

As revealed in the recent and comprehensive work, "History of the Zodiac," an in-depth exploration of the origins of the Babylonian Zodiac and its location in the ecliptic, originally a Ph.D. thesis, by Dr. Robert Powell (now published in 2007), the division of



the ecliptic into tropical astrological signs was originally a derivation of Euctemon's tropical Calendar of Seasons (432 B.C.); "...dividing the solar year into twelve equal months commencing with the vernal equinox, in which each solar (tropical) month is named after one the twelve signs..." (Powell). The tropical calendrical system (referenced from the vernal point) was merely used as an astronomical coordinate system for measuring time in the solar year, at or just after the time of Hipparchus. Astrological qualities were later attributed to the twelve calendar months (tropical signs) through the influence of Ptolemy, and the true (sidereal) zodiak, thus faded into obscurity. Unfortunately the term "signs" had replaced "months." The tropical calendar (tropical zodiac) was based upon the sun's declination above and below the earth's equator, not upon the sun's true ecliptical location amongst the stars. From an astrological perspective, I suggest the tropical signs should be called "Houses of the Sun," more aptly describing their true historical origin, as eloquently revealed in Robert Powell's work "History of the Zodiac" (Sophia Academic Press, San Rafael, California 2007) -- recomended reading for all astrologers and astronomers. https://sophiafoundation.org



The Galactic Ayanamsa: Reckoning of the Sidereal Zodiak

The exact location of the sidereal cusps in the ecliptic is a topic of debate amongst scholars since star and planetary placement started to be measured from the moving vernal point. The exact distance in arc degrees between 0° tropical Aries (the vernal point) and 0° sidereal Aries must therefor be calculated. This distance is called the "ayanamsa" (a Hindu word). There are several ayanamsas in vogue today, all varying slightly from one another. Most ayanamsas are reckoned to the stars, which also move although quite slowly relative to Earth time. The most common is the Fagan-Bradley Ayanamsa. It is reckoned to the star Spica in sidereal Virgo. The Fagan-Bradley Ayanamsa is 24° 44' 12" @ 2000 A.D. This means that on Jan 1, 2000, 00:00:00: GMT, the tropical zodiak has drifted backward from the fixed sidereal zodiak by 24° 44' 12" based upon the Fagan-Bradley Ayanamsa. This places the vernal point (0° tropical Aries) at 5° 15' 48" in sidereal Pisces. Other arguments adjust the sidereal signs such that Aldebaran's ecliptical longitude is exactly in the center of sidereal Taurus; or that of Antares in the center of sidereal Scorpio (those being two of the four royal architects (meaning: revealing structure in the heavens). Because they are both south of the ecliptic, it is thought by some that it makes more sense to use a star on the ecliptic plane (0° ecliptical latitude), such as Spica or Regulus, heart of the Lion. Regulus, for this reason, (near 5° sidereal Leo depending on which Ayanamsa you use) is considered the King or Chief of the four Royal stars (Regulus is from Rex, meaning law giver; i.e., defining order in the heavens). The recent work of Robert Powell (2007) presents historical evidence that the Babylonian Zodiac was referenced to the Aldebaran / Antares axis. I prefer to reckon the sidereal zodiak to the galactic axis of Earth's Precessional Cross. This approach is based on the harmonic math and spherical geometry of the astrophysical spheres involved (specifically our solar system's current location and orientation (tilt) in



our galaxy / the galactic equatorial axis / Gate of God), rather than on star locations as seen from Earth. The galactic equartorial axis is far more "fixed" than the stars as seen from Earth, which do move over longer periods of time. Therefor, I introduce the "Galactic Ayanamsa." Now, before you loyal Fagan-Bradley astrologers (or any others) scoff, please understand I am placing astrological and astronomical precedence in the geometric relationship between the vernal axis and the galactic axis over the relationship of tropical and sidereal signs. The signs are merely harmonic divisions nesting within this far more embracing astrophysical geometry. The tropical signs are based upon the moving vernal axis of this underlying geometry and the sidereal signs are based upon fixed galactic axis--thus independent of constellations, which are imagery that has evolved and changed over time, and independent of stellar placement. Consider that the fixed galactic equatorial axis relates more to our durative soul-level awareness, whereas the moving vernal axis reveals the current incarnational punctual moment (our daily tropical experience), precipitating from the durative soul stream (sidereal / soul experience). Realizing the relevance of Earth's Precessional Cross geometry (the movement and geometric orientation of our Earth and Sun in our galaxy) places the signs (and our awareness) in the far greater context of our evolutionary sojourn as a stellar race of sentient souls. Thus, the Galactic Ayanamsa is defined by the Galactic Equatorial Node (GEN) as being the prime fiducial of the sidereal zodiak; setting the GEN (Gate of God) to exactly 5° 00' 00" sidereal Sagittarius. The Galactic Ayanamsa is 25° 00' 00" for epoch 2000 A.D. Thus, 0° Tropical Aries resides at 5° 00' sidereal Pisces @ 2000 A.D.; i.e., the tropical zodiak has drifted from the fixed sidereal zodiak by 25° 00' 00" based upon the Galactic Ayanamsa. The placement of the sidereal signs reckoned to the Galactic Equatorial Node (Galactic Ayanamsa) is quite close to the both the Fagan-Bradley reckoning (Spica) and the Babylonian reckoning (Aldebaran). Differences this small can become an academic argument only. However, various stars may lie on different sides of the sign cusps depending on which reckoning is used. Detailed exploration of the appropriate placement of cuspal stars is something I have explored using the Galactic reckoning, perhaps to be published at a later time. Another area where the exactness of sidereal sign cusps are of significance is when using sub-divisions of the signs (dwads, etc) where each subdivision is ruled by a specific sign. Using this astrological technique, the placement of a planet in a chart may cause it to cross a sub-cusp depending on the reckoning used. This is another interesting way to experientially explore the reckoning of the sidereal zodiak. Due to the constantly moving vernal point (0° tropical Aries), the ayanamsa (any ayanamsa) is a dynamic figure, it therefor must be referenced to a specific time in the precessional cycle--generally this is 1950 or 2000 A.D. When converting a tropical chart



to a sidereal chart, this precessional drift must be taken into account, especially if making a chart in the far distant past or future. Software programs generally take into account Earth's precessional drift and nutational variances when calculating a sidereal chart, but the sidereal astrologer must choose the ayanamsa of his or her choice. Star longitudes must be adjusted to the chosen ayanamsa if adding individual stars to an astrological chart. This is important due to the tight orb of stellar influence. The following chart is a comparison of several of the more common ayanamsas. Ayanamsa Raman Krishnamurti Lahiri Takra I Takra II Babylonian Galactic DeLuce Larry Ely @ 2000 AD * @ 1950 AD * Delta ** 22° 24' 25" 23° 45' 43" 23° 51' 11" 24° 30' 01" 24° 32' 32" 24° 47' 12" 25° 00' 00" 27° 48' 20" 28° 00' 13" 21° 42' 41" 23° 03' 59" 23° 09' 27" 23° 48' 17" 23° 50' 48" 24° 02' 28" 24° 05' 28" 24° 18' 16" 27° 06' 36" 27° 18' 29" Spica Virgo



Aldebaran GEN GC Taurus Sagittarius Sagittar



-02° 35' 35" 01° 25' 52" Libra 17° 23' -01° 14' 17" 00° 04' 34" Libra 16° 01' -01° 08' 49" 29° 59' 06" -00° 29' 59" 29° 20' 16" -00° 27' 28" 29° 17' 45" -00 15' 48" -00 12' 48" 00° 00' 00" 29° 06' 05" 29° 03' 05" 28° 50' 17" 15° 56' 15° 16' 15° 14' 15° 03' 15° 00' 14 ° 47' 11° 59' 11° 47'



07° 35' 35" 04° 24'



06° 14' 17" 03° 02'



06° 08' 49" 02° 57'



05° 30' 00" 02° 18'



05° 28' 00" 02° 16'



Fagan-Bradley 24° 44' 12"



05° 15' 48" 02° 04'



05° 12' 48" 02° 01'



05° 00' 00" 01° 48' Reference



+02° 48' 20" 26° 01' 57" +03° 00' 13" 25° 50' 04"



02° 11' 40" 29° 00'



01° 59' 47" 28° 48'



* The Ayanamsa @ 2000 AD can be used to convert tropical longitudes to sidereal longitudes. For example if your Sun resides at 0° 00' 00" Aries (exactly on the vernal point) subtract 24° 44' 12" to get your sun's sidereal location using the Fagan-Bradley ayanamsa. Or subtract 25° 00' 00" to get your sun's sidereal location using the Galactic Ayanamsa. A quick and simple shortcut to this is to add 5° and drop back a sign; i.e., if your tropical Ascendant is 9° 00' sidereal Pisces (add 5°, minus one sign). Your sidereal ASC is 14° 00' sidereal Aquarius. This is true for charts cast around 2000 AD. Remember, an ayanamsa changes over time at the rate of precession. The chart lists ayanamsa for two epcohs: 1950 and 2000 A.D. ** The Delta figure can be used to convert sidereal longitudes calculated with one ayanamsa to the Galactic Ayanamsa. For example, if you have a computer program that calculates your sun to be at 15° 03' sidereal Taurus (aligning with Aldebaran) using the Fagan-Bradley ayanamsa, you can subtract ~ 00° 16' (- 00° 15' 48") to get the Sun's location at 14° 47' using the Galactic Ayanamsa.



Precessional Time is NOT a Constant

To further compound the problem of zodiakal reckoning, we must recognize that the rate of Earth's precession is NOT a constant. It is accurate to say the last erect precessional cross had occurred exactly 180° degrees ago in the precessional cycle, but we can only estimate that to have been 9,000 to 13,000 years ago. The rate of precession may vary over long periods of time, or even oscillate around some harmonic ideal. There are many continuously changing astronomical factors that affect the rate of precession, not to mention the cause of the precessional of the equinoxes is not even clear. (Just as we can not pinpoint a date in the distant past is why I suggest man-made calendars made in antiquity fall short of being able to predict future evolutionary changes to a specific date.) "The Great World Cycle," or "Earth's Great Year," as Earth's precessional cycle is sometimes called, is estimated to be between 22,000 and 26,000 solar years--often rounded to the latter figure. The 25,920 figure, often seen, is a natural harmonic ideal found in quantum math. Another quantum number of significance is 22,680, quite close to the 23,000 figure. These are all academic figures however: Earth's current rate of precession is calculated to be ~25,867 years, and it is slightly increasing. This is about 1° every ~71.85 years, or 0° 00' 50.26" per year. Walter Cruttenden, in his binary star model, suggests our binary sun's average orbital period is 24,000 years, with it slowing to 22,000 years or less at the binary orbit's apoapsis and increasing to 26,000 years at its periapsis. This model appropriately recognizes an ever changing precessional rate. Some Technical References on Precession & Earth Orientation: REPORT OF THE INTERNATIONAL ASTRONOMICAL UNION DIVISION I WORKING GROUP ON PRECESSION AND THE ECLIPTIC - Celestial Mechanics and Dynamical Astronomy (2006) (PDF) IERS (International Earth Rotation & Reference System Service) http://www.iers.org/ Earth Orientation Centre http://hpiers.obspm.fr/eop-pc/ JPL Technical Report Server http://trs-new.jpl.nasa.gov/dspace/handle/2014/6130 ***



Related Material



The Heptanomis

Earth's ~25000-year polar precessional circle inscribed in the heavens, also called the polar arc, is naturally divided into seven evolutionary epochs called the Heptanomis--also referred to as the seven heavens, mansions, and the seven days of creation.



View the Heavens: Under the Stars

Getting to know the heavens: This link is to a star chart the heavens that shows the individual stars, constellations, and the sidereal signs. Visually learn how the stars and constellations interrelate and blend to create each sidereal sign. This is a wonderful tool for the novice or seasoned astrologer, for the astronomer, for the casual sky watcher, or simply for those who wish to know more of the Greater Heavens under which we live. The Sky Chart is also a wonderful reference for the material presented in each month's Lunar Planner. You can also see the celestial equator and the galactic equator, the contellations they pass through and their nodes.



Order Your Personalized Star Chart



This made to order star chart of the sidereal heavens shows where the planets and asteroids were at the time of YOUR birth. Visually learn which stars conjoin your natal planets; and see where they reside in the constellations and sidereal signs. Learn about your Horizon Plane, Meridian, and Prime Vertical, how these great circles create your Personal (Natal Cross), and how that cross nests upon Earth's Precessional Cross--all creating your personal sacred geometry. This is your personal astronomy from which an astrology chart is derived. The great circles in this chart create your Ascendant, Descendant, Mid-heaven, Anti-Mid-heaven, Zenith, Nadir, East Point, and Vertex. Your Personalized Star Chart reveals exactly where these great circles and points lie in the heavens, and which stars and constellations they align with. This chart will provide insight into your greater self for years to come-and it prints as a beautiful high-resolution poster. Vedic Astrology is "sidereal" in nature; that is, it is based upon the actual observable constellations for its delineations of the signs of the zodiac. Most Western astrology is "tropical" in nature. It does not use the actual fixed stars but bases its signs upon the point of the equinox, which is slowly but constantly changing in the heavens. It should be noted that there is a Western form of sidereal astrology and that Edgar Cayce often recommended this approach. Tibetan astrology is also based upon the Vedic sidereal model.



Owing to the precession of the equinoxes the point of the vernal equinox is now in early Pisces moving towards Aquarius; hence the idea that the age of Aquarius now dawning. In normal Western astrology the point of the vernal equinox is always considered to be the first point of Aries, regardless of its actual point in the heavens. By Aries it is not referring to the stars of the constellation Aries. It is a symbol or abstraction that can be applied to any section of the stars of the zodiac which serves to mark the vernal equinox.



If we look at a regular ephemeris and see that the Moon is in Gemini and then go out and see what constellation it is actually in, we will most likely find it in the stars of Taurus, which is where Vedic astrology would place it. Hence sidereal astrology is more astronomically accurate and reflects more the stars. Tropical astrology reflects more the seasonal changes and the Sun-Earth relationship. Both systems have their efficacy but their languages may be confusing as what they refer to as the signs of the zodiac is determined by two different standards of measurement. It is not in doubt where the signs actually are, but the method of ascertaining them has two main methods which yield different results. Sidereal astrology calculates this ongoing movement of the precession into its planetary positions. Hence its point for the vernal equinox is slowly changing, a rate around 50" per year. According to the standard government of India system the equinox will be as of 1990 about 6 degrees 20 minutes of Pisces. In the Puranas, the mythological texts of late ancient and medieval India, we read of the spring equinox as at 0 Aries (c. 500 A.D.). In Vedanga Jyotish, a late Vedic supplement, we find it in the end of Aries (c. 1200 B.C.). In most later Vedic texts we find it in the Pleiades or early Taurus (c. 2000 B.C.). In earlier Vedic mythology we find it near the beginning of Gemini or Orion (c. 4000 B.C.), or at the beginning of Cancer (c. 6000 B.C.), with yet earlier references all the way back to Libra (c. 12,000 B.C.). The astrologers of India kept track of the shifting of the equinoxes. As the calendar was based upon the position of the equinox to determine the months, many changes of calendar similar to our age of Aquarius are found instituted in different parts of the Vedic teachings. Unlike Europe in the Middle Ages the astrologers in India, many of whom were yogis, never forgot the fact of the precession. For this reason in sidereal astrology our zodiacal sign placements will usually change. They will generally fall back one sign. The Sun signs in sidereal astrology usually change around the 14th of the month. Hence Aries is April 14-May 14, Taurus May 14-June 14, Gemini June 14-July 14, Cancer July 14-August 14, Leo Aug.14-Sept.14, Virgo Sept.14Oct.14, Libra Oct.14-Nov.14, Scorpio Nov.14-Dec.14, Sagittarius Dec.14-Jan.14, Capricorn Jan.14-Feb.14, Aquarius Feb.14-March 14, and Pisces March 14-April 14. As there is not an exact agreement among all sidereal astrologers as to the degree and rate of the precession the date may vary by a day or two either way depending upon the system used.



Sidereal astrology holds that there is a constant connection between certain stars and certain sections of the sky and life on Earth. It is based on the galactic center which marks the beginning of Sagittarius, the positive sign of Jupiter, the planet called in Sanskrit "guru", the Divine teacher. Jupiter brings into our solar system the beneficent influences from the galactic center. Presently the winter solstice is now in conjunction with the galactic center. It will be exact around 2100 A.D. As such we are witnessing a new influx of spiritual energy from that galactic sun. Another important point of orientation for the zodiac is the star Vega. It marked the north pole around 12,000 B.C. In the Vedic system this is said to be the main star governing the movement of our Sun, its local ruler. In the cycles of the World-ages (yugas) used in Vedic astrology we are now said to have recently entered the second age (Dwapara Yuga), called the Bronze age by the Greeks. It is an era of rapid development of scientific knowledge, leading gradually into the occult. It is destined to last another two thousand years, as part of a 24,000 year cycle. Yet we are still in a longer age of Kali Yuga or the Iron Age lasting 432,000 years, making the mentality of the majority of human beings still tending towards materialism even in the ages of light of the shorter cycle. Nevertheless, we all have the power to transcend our destiny as our inner soul is inherently free of karma. It is not the stars which bind us but our attachment to the external world which in turn places under the rule of its forces. By David Frawley > The American Institute of Vedic Studies >



Sidereal versus Tropical Astrology



A study completed in 2003 in the UK purportedly "proved" that astrology had no basis in fact. These researchers obviously lost their objectivity in the desire to disprove astrology, for they based their whole research upon a false premise. If these researchers had investigated their topic thoroughly, they would have acknowledged the existence of sidereal astrology and designed a more comprehensive program to investigate the validity of astrology. However, they failed to do so and thereby failed before the project had even begun. The subjects of this study were born on March 9 and expected to have Piscean traits, but did not. That's no surprise to a sidereal astrologer who would expect these subjects to have Aquarian traits, as the Sun is set against the backdrop of Aquarius on this date each year. Whilst my astrological columns and annual feature articles are based on tropical astrology because the media powers that be expect it, all my personal and mundane work is based on the sidereal zodiac using a whole sign system. At the start of a reading, I explain the difference between the two zodiacs in simple terms, indicating that I use the sidereal zodiac. Whilst these clients were initially surprised at the new astrological tag, the majority stated that they didn't relate to their previous tropical tag. Similarly, these people also said that they generally related to the newspaper predictions for the star sign preceding their own (in the tropical system). When I do find someone who is greatly attached to their tropical identification tag, there is a reason for it such as Moon or Ascendant in that sign, stellium of planets or some other planetary placement by house position. This is not denying that Western Astrology has value, because there are wonderful techniques that can continue to be applied using the sidereal chart. One thing is true, that astrological logic is universal and once understood at first principles, there is no need for learning rules by rote. In fact, if one wanted to venture further into astrological knowledge and expertise, no journey would be complete without exploring the potential of the sidereal zodiac - the switch is very simple. The sidereal zodiac is the same one employed by modern day astronomers, and all that's required is to continue using techniques already learned, but in a sidereal environment. I, personally, apply the fundamentals of western and Vedic logic in chart interpretation, giving a clear, rich picture of people and events. When we look at the background to the two



zodiacs, the associated history and mathematics, it makes sense in this day and age to use the sidereal alternative. Roughly once every 25,000 years the two zodiacs align, the last time being around 285 AD. One zodiac is based around the ecliptic, the other around the celestial equator. One begins at the juncture of the constellations Pisces and Aries; the other begins at the Northern Spring Equinox. Because of something called the "Precession of the Equinoxes", created by a wobble in the earth's axis, the first point of the tropical zodiac moves backwards against the sidereal system at the rate of approximately one degree every seventy years. To the human perspective all this means is that through the different ages, each lasting a little more than two millennia, a different constellation rises heliacally at the northern spring equinox. The change is very slow and gradual, but has defined epochs. For example, the lamb and the fish represented the Christian era as the northern spring equinox passed through from the constellations from Aries to Pisces; the Age of Horus was defined by the heliacal rising of the constellation "Horus" (a combination of the Hyades with Taurus) in early Egyptian times. [Diagram on Age of Horus]. Currently, the two systems overlap by approximately seven degrees and are separating. The implications for modern western astrology are that 75% of planetary positions are in the previous star sign. Translating this information to common understanding means that 75% of people born in one sign actually belong to the preceding sign. Currently, only those people born in the last week of a tropical sign are genuinely that sign. The dates for each star sign, based on the sidereal zodiac, currently run from mid-month to midmonth [see Table]. At the time Vedic astrological wisdom was being developed, purportedly as far back as 5,000 BC, the two systems were not aligned. Their association of earthly events with stellar configurations was broadly based on the constellations themselves, for they did not have access to the whiz bang technological precision our computer age offers. This Vedic system works superbly despite the non-alignment of the two zodiac systems. Sensibly, they continue to use the sidereal zodiac. In the Vedic system, anything in the same sign is in conjunction: the closer the two planets together, the stronger the effects. They also have a wonderful system of yogas (unions) and karakas (rulers) that determine whether an aspect produces negative or positive affects, regardless of whether the aspect is dynamic or otherwise. A richness is



added by their Nakshatras (lunar house system); fabulous understanding of the Moon's nodes, and Rasi, Bhava and harmonic charts, the most well known of these being the ninth harmonic Navamsa chart. The Chandra Lagna (Moon rising chart) has as much value in interpretation as the solar chart, both being stunningly accurate when cast in the sidereal zodiac. The Greeks developed the Western system of interpretation at a time when the two zodiacs were approaching a total alignment. This system therefore lacks the ability to cope with nonalignment of the two zodiacs due to unavoidable restrictions in gathering comprehensive, empirical data. As modern astrologers, we are now in a unique position to take the best from Greek and Vedic wisdom and combine it with the latest technology. Truly, it is time western astrologers considered such a path by adopting the sidereal zodiac, in light that the alignment of the two zodiacs is a rare phenomenon indeed. In so doing, we will be able to answer our critics and provide stunningly accurate insights into personality and future trends. Another reason to consider the advantages of the sidereal zodiac is based purely on mathematical and forecasting accuracy. Whilst the reasons for this are less important for progressed charts, there are huge problems in using a tropical chart with transiting planetary positions. This is due to the part played by the precessional movement rate of one degree every seventy years, throwing predications out by hours based on lunar transits, inner planets by days and weeks, and outer planets by weeks and months. The older we get, the greater the error. By our midthirties, this difference is half a degree and, by our seventies, is one degree. Where forecasting is concerned, this has to be considered substantial. The problem is that whilst we expect a consistent ephemeral rate using the tropical zodiac, it doesn't provide us with one. However, the sidereal zodiac does because of its fixed frame of reference. The advantages of the sidereal zodiac can be clearly seen in the following example. The chart is of an adult male who suffered from a cerebral aneurysm in mid-2000 and who fortunately survived. Using the sidereal zodiac the aneurysm was forecast, and occurred during one of three potential "trigger" periods. In the sidereal chart, Uranus, Saturn and Jupiter are all in Aries, opposed by a threatening Mercury, which is the ruler of the eighth house of death. In



the tropical system, Mercury does not carry the same significations, whilst the change of sign between the two systems shifts the emphasis from the head (Aries, in sidereal) to neck (Taurus, in tropical). Saturn in Aries is badly placed and is fallen (neecha), indicating trauma to the head region. In fact, this person has substantial scarring to the head due to a number of car accidents over the years. He also has a family history of stroke. Uranus, ruling arteries, is also placed in Aries, suggesting arterial problems in the head and risk of sudden death from it, due to the opposition with Mercury. At the time of the cerebral haemorrhage, there was a plethora of aspects forming, with the most significant of these being progressed Mercury opposition the radical Mercury Uranus midpoint. Progressed Moon and transiting Uranus were also forming a conjunction with progressed Mercury, and aspecting the natal Mercury-Uranus configuration. Furthermore, there was a lunar eclipse in Sagittarius within four days following the operation, trining natal Uranus and generating fears of post-operative cerebral bleeding. This in fact occurred, necessitating further surgery. When 75% of people with this condition die, this man was certainly blessed. Looking at his chart there are some very powerful indications of survival. Just on rulerships alone, attained through the sidereal system, those of the most fortunate houses (belonging to Jupiter and the Moon) were aspecting the natal Ascendant on the morning of the operation. However, the real depth to the picture comes through use of Vedic principles: Jupiter and Saturn are raja yoga in his sixth house, whilst Sun and Moon are raja yoga in his first house. Despite the fallen status of both the Moon and Saturn, these yogas are highly powerful, beneficial and protective. The progressed aspect of the Moon, indicated through western techniques, not only assisted in catalysing the event, but also endowed access to quality medical treatment and ensured survival. The exalted status of the Lunar North Node (Rahu) in Virgo, contributed its share of blessings, endowing a long life. The advantages of the western system also come into play because progressed Venus sextiled radical Mercury at the time, completing the picture for a favourable prognosis.

© Copyright, Alison Moroney, 2003 First published in the February issue of "Astrological Monthly Review"
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Tithi



A tithi is a lunar day. There are 15 tithis in the waxing cycle of the moon (shukla paksha), and there are 15 tithis in the waning cycle of the Moon ( Krishna paksha). The tithi is based on a relationship between the Sun and the Moon. The first tithi is 12 degrees of the Moon away from the Sun after the new Moon (Amavasya) or full Moon (Purnima). The second tithi is the next 12 degrees of the Moon away from the Sun, 12 to 24 degrees. A



particular day is ruled by the tithi at sunrise, but the tithi can change anytime of the day or night as it is not based on the solar day. Tithis vary in duration from approximately 19 to 26 hours, according to the movement of the Moon. Each tithi has a name, a ruling planet, and can be used in muhurta (picking a proper time). The names of the Tithis are given below: 1. Pratipada 2. Dwitiya 3. Tritiya 4. Chaturthi 5. Panchami 6. Shashthi 7. Saptami 8. Ashtami (Half Moon) 9. Navami 10. Dashami 11. Ekadasi 12. Dwadashi 13. Trayodashi 14 Chaturdashi 15. Purnima (Full Moon), Amavasya (New Moon) The waxing Moon is called Shukla Paksha, the waning Moon is called Krsna Paksha. Paksha is a half month or half lunar cycle. Each Paksha has 15 Tithis, so Shukla Pratipat is the first day of the waxing Moon and Krsna Pratipat is the first day of the waning Moon. In the traditional Vedic calendar system the tithis are used as dates, so one's birthday would be on the same tithi as they were born, the relationship between the Sun (Father) and Moon (Mother) would be the same on one's birthday as it was the day of birth. In this way, the Gregorian dates have no astrological relevance.



In picking a Muhurta one must understand the difference between Nakshatra and tithi, both relate to the mind. The tithi is ruled by Jala Tattva (the water element/Venus) and shows the state of the mind; whether it is excited, bored, nervous, afraid, agitated or calm. The Nakshatra is ruled by Vayu Tattva (the air element/Saturn) and shows what the mind will experience; whether it is going to be a pleasant or painful experience. The tithi is used to see if an event will be successful. It also shows whether people will cooperate with the project or not. When looking at the natal chart the tithi is ruled by Jala and connected to Venus. It shows things related to passions and desires. One should see the birth tithi and see how the planet lording that tithi is placed in the natal chart. If it is strong then relationships are smooth. If it is weak, then relationships are rough. The tithi will indicate the attitude towards relationships



Planet

Sun Moon Mars Mercury Jupiter Venus



Tithi

1 2 3 4 5 6



Tithi

9 10 11 12 13 14



The rulership of the tithis is based on the days of the week; Sunday (Sun) rules the 1st day, Monday (Moon) rules the 2nd , Tuesday (Mars) rules the 3rd tithi, Wednesday (Mercury) rules the 4th tithi, etc. Fasting on Ekadashi will get one over anger, because Mars rules it. Krsnas fast on the 11th tithi to be perfect peaceful Vaisnavas. No one will fight with the one who has done this fast



Saturn Rahu



7 8



15 0



for some time. Fasting on Ashtami will make it so you never cheat anyone, so will not get cheated. Fasting on the full Moon will give you truth as it removes the negative effects of Saturn.



These fifteen tithis are also broken down into five groups given below: Nanda Badra Jaya Rikta Purna Fire Earth Akash Water Vayu 1, 6, 11 2, 7, 12 3, 8, 13 4, 9, 14 5, 10, 15 Trittya tithi (3rd ) is ruled by Mars but as it is Jaya (ruled by akash/Jupiter) so it will bring two people together, as akash is the binding force (that keeps the jiva in the body). Ekadasi tithi (11th ) is ruled by Mars and it is Nanda (ruled by fire-Mars) so the fighting is very strong. Mars is passionate, energetic, and creates conflict, it is not good for marriage, though it is good for war and leadership.



For a person born in Nanda tithi, see what's placed in Aries and Scorpio, look at the planets, and Arudhas. Tithi is about relationship, if Rahu is in Aries the person will have trouble from a widow/foreigner/eccentric in relationships. It shows important learning experiences in life. If a person is born in Nanda tithi, and Venus is in Scorpio, then the person will be likely have relationships outside of marriage. If the A10 is there the person will likely come from their work, A9 and it will be with Gurus, teachers, educators, if the A11 is there it will be with friends, etc. The Arudha shows where the problem will come from or where the person comes from. The house will also have a connection.



Specifics on Muhurta:

NANDA BHADRA JAYA 1st day 6th day Friday 2nd day 7th day 3rd day 8th day 13th day When certain Tithis line up with specific Varas (days) they are 4th day 5th day considered auspicious and 9th day 10th day therefore work on those days is accomplished successfully. If 14th day 15th-30th Pratipat (1st ), Shashti (6th ), or Saturday Thursday Dwadashi (12th ) fall on a Friday, it is considered auspicious. RIKTA PURNA



11th day 12th day



Wednesday Tuesday



SUN. MON. TUE. WED. THUR. FRI. SAT. In the same way there are certain DAGDHA 12th 11th 5th 3rd 6th 8th 9th combinations that are inauspicious, where VISHA 4th 6th 7th 2nd 8th 9th 7th there will be hurdles in HUTASHAN 12th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th 11th accomplishing works. These inauspicious Days have been called



Dagdha, Visha, and Hutashan. Varahamihira connects each tithi to a deity. Understanding the significations of the deity will also give a deeper meaning to each tithi, so that it can be used better in Muhurta. #'s 1, 16 2, 17 3, 18 4, 19 5, 20 6, 21 7, 22 8, 23 9, 24 10, 25 11, 26 12, 27 13, 28 Tithi Pratipada Dwitiya Tritiya Chaturthi Panchami Shashthi Saptami Ashtami Navami Dashami Ekadasi Dwadashi Trayodashi Purnima, Amavasya Planet Ruler Sun Moon Mars Mercury Jupiter Venus Saturn Rahu Sun Moon Mars Mercury Jupiter Venus Saturn/ Rahu Division Nanda Bhadra Jaya Rikta Purna Nanda Bhadra Jaya Rikta Purna Nanda Bhadra Jaya Rikta Purna Deity Brahmä Vidhäöå (Hari) Viñëu Yama Chandra Agni (Subrahmaëya) Indra Vasus Naga Dharma (Aryamä) Rudra Äditya (Savitre) Manmatha (Bhaga) Kali Vishvadevas/ Pitås



14, 29 Chaturdashi 15, 0



This is a nice visual, so one can connect the meanings with the actual phases of the Moon.
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